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ABSTRACT 

School buildings that are constructed over crawl spaces can present 
unique challenges to radon mitigation since they are often quite 
large {at least 4,000 ft2 in area) and may contain support walls 
wit}1. footings that extend below the soil surface. The perimeter 
walls in the crawl space can also be extensive (on the order of soo 
to 1,000 lineal ft). In this research project, natural ventilation 
using the existing vents in the foundation walls, depressurization 
and pressurization of the crawl space, and active soil 
depressurization under a polyethylene liner covering the soil were 
compared in a wing of a school building in Nashville, Tennessee. 
The wing has four classrooms constructed over a crawl space area of 
4,640 ft2 • The building and crawl space were monitored throughout 
each mitigation phase with continuous sampling devices that 
recorded radon levels both in the crawl space and in the rooms 
above, in addition to environmental conditions such as temperatures 
and pressure differences in the building. 

Results showed that active soil depressurization was the most 
effective technique for reducing radon levels in both the crawl 
space and the rooms above. Crawl space depressurization was also 
very effective in reducing radon levels in the rooms above the 
crawl space; however, radon levels in crawl space increased during 
depressurization. 

This paper has been reviewed in accordance with the tJ. s. 
Environmental Protection Agency's peer and administrative review 
policies and approved for presentation and publication. 
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

This 29,266 ft2 (refer to Table 1 for metric conv-ersion factors) 
Nashville school building was originally constructed in~1954, with 
subsequent additions in 1957 and 1964. The original building and 
the~first addition are slab-on-grade construction, and the 1964 
four-classroom addition is constructed over a crawl space connected 
to the slab-on-grade section by a walkway. · · Initial charcoal 
canister measurements in this school in 1989 indicated that the 18 
slab-on-grade rooms measured presented the most severe radon 
problems, averaging 34.1 pCi/L with a standard deviation of 7.5 
pCi/L. In fact, levels over 100 pCi/L were subsequently measured 
in some of the slab-on-grade rooms. Radon levels in the four 
classrooms constructed over the crawl space were relatively much 
lower, averaging 9.7 pCi/L with a standard deviation of 0.7 pCi/L. 
As a result, initial remediation efforts durin'g the summer of 1989 
focussed on reducing levels in the slab-on-grade wings with active 
subslab depressurization (1,2): Post-mitigation measurements 
during February 1990 indicated that levels in the slab-on-grade 
rooms averaged below 2 pCi/L, jnd at this time plans were iriitiated 
to research the effectiven·ess of various mitigation techniques- in 
the crawl 'space wi_!'l9'. · · · 

The crawl space is approximately· 4, 64 0 · ft2 in area, - and the 
height ranges from 46 to 80 in. with a total air volume of 
approximately 25,500 ft3 • The plan view of the'crawl :space is shown 
in Figure 1. Access to the crawl space is excellent and the 
surface of the soil is not complex (i.e~:·no inaccessible areas, 
rock. outcroppings, or large piles of soil) . The floor ·of·. the 
classrooms over the crawl space is a suspended concrete slab poured 
over· corrugated steel sheets supported by a network of steel 
trusses. -··There. are two internal concrete block support walls in 
the crawl space that extend below the soil.· These walls do not 
penetrate the slab overhead; however, the walls · effectively 
subdivide the crawl space into three sections,· as ··shown in::. Figure 
1. Tfiis type of construction is quite different from that f·outid ·i:n 
residential houses. In many existing houses, the floor·is composed 
of wood decking (either 1 by 6 in.· boards ·or plY"wood: :sheathing) 
-~tlpported by wooden floor joists. This· type' ·of house con-struction 
has been shown to be quite leaky and nearly· impossible 'to~ seal·- a:ll 
the openings between tne crawl space, and the ·r-obms overhead ( 3 /4•)· .. 
since the crawl space 'ctoes not -con'tain ·any ·heating r ventilatinsr, 
~nd air- condi ti'oning (HVAC) ductwork- or. any'· asbestOs)·' it .::·was ·.:Of 

. interes:~: to determine if the crawl space''·in' :this; ·school ouild'ing 
; f6ul'd -~ · be .. sea1ed ~- well . enoUgh' to' · per'ini t~ :.; pressurization : "d'r 
.~ ~~p~es5!lir*~!3t'~Ol] ... of· ,t.t}e ~ cz:~~l _sp,acta ·~ol~m~ ._?S :·~ ~i·t:i.gcft-~;'~ O~~iO'~,· 
... •• ..• • • ~·· • .• , -·. ~ -..,..,.... •• - • - · .; ·-· . .: ._ •• 1. .. ;., ·- • J.:. ·J· t'.· .... \IJ . """. · ·~ ... :.:_: ..... ·· r .. 

:~~ s~ :;r~;e~ ~r_a~i ~~.se.~'i:S. )'~n~iya_t~a:·!l.at~r:z:c~t~ly . ·~~th -~t~,~: ~l~cHe -ve~~s 
" ·(t t>ur···eactr on · t'tie-' ceast·rand ·wefpt' -s~des of ~ t:he~ ·bu~":J.-a-~n~<· , EaCh .. of 
~!;thei>~ f q\mdati on" _wal-l'~· vents',; h-as:. a~ 'scre'ejled ·"bpen ing· \~)!:t:h · ''the: same 
- gr oss a~e a ·as a --concrett;F block·' ·ra by · 16 · in ~ ) ·:Or ·appr.O&iimately 128 
:: in.~ ~ 'Fan ·· d 'oor l eakage- · tests ca·rried :·out-~ :an. ·the craw;l . space 
acco~dihg::. 'to ASTM. E ' 7~7'9'...; 87 ... re's u l tecf::- in ::ari e:ff-ect:ive leakage -area 
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(ELA) at 0.016 in. WC of pressure difference of 251 in. 2 with the 
vents open and 83 in. 2 with the vents sealed (using closed-cell foam 
board and caulking). Thus, the vents were providing approximately 
168 in. 2 of total open area, or about 21 in. 2 per vent. This value 
is consis~e~~with that measured in houses using similar techniques 
(5). The,-important point is that the leakage area independent qf 
the block vents is very low {83 in. 2) compared to that measured in 
15 houses in the same geographic area which.ranged from 198 to 424 
in. 2 with a mean of 262 in. 2 (5). Thus, this building was thought 
to be an ideal candidate to test ' a variety of possible mitigation 
techniques. 

METHODOLOGY 

MitigatioD systems typically installed in crawl space houses 
include: isolation 'of the crawl space from the rooms above, 
isolation aJ:ld depressurization or pressurization of· the crawl 
space, i_solation and ventilation of the crawl space (either natural 
or fore,~d), and active soil depressurization either directly in the 
soil_or under a plastic membrane (SMD) covering the exposed soil 
(4).: ~ach of these mitigation techniques (with the exception of 
:the forced v:enti~l~_tion and direct soil depressurization techniques) 
was tested in this school crawl space in an effort to compare their 
effectiveness when applied to a building having a larger size and 
a different ~onstruction type (corycrete slab over the crawl space) • 

.. 
Initial -·baselin-e testing was carried out before any 

modifications were made-to-the building. Following the baseline 
measurements, the accessible openings (e.g., utility penetrations) 
from the crawl - space to the upstairs rooms were sealed with a 
comb-ination of closed-cell foam and urethane caulkinq. ·The b_lock 
ven:ts were_. also sealed .with rigid closed~cell foam. ~board.· and 
CaU:lking.- · .Following testing W~ th the .vents closed, a network. of 4 
in. ~PVC. ·ducting was .installed as shown in . . Figure · · 1. The fan 
ins.t.alled is rated at 200 cfm .at 1. 5 in. we. . The fan and the air 
·d-istribution network- were used to test the eff-ectiveness of crawl 
~-s.pa~ ~essur . .ization and_ 'ciepre!=>_surizatic;m as mitigation options for 
:th:e (. -~i~q_in.,g ~ . -~ After,.: the -· cerawl space depressurization and 
pr-~?~U~~~at:i-op..,-tests .:were: completed, two suction pits approximate ly 
t~4. :-i.:P.•.::.iD;~ _ia~e:ter ~J:ld ~2 -to 1~- in. i~ ·depth were excavated in e tch 
.;:q_~ t_hJ~·.,th..z:-ee -~~_cti<:)DS_ of. the- cra~l 5:pace fC?~ ~a total of ;~i)(_~uct~on 
.p,~~sr a~ ~hOWJ?. in Fi-gur.Ea .. 1 •. ;~ac~ _ s,uct i on _pit " ~as cov~r~d~- witij' a 
p~~o.;e ·o~. -36- 3;n .-· square by -1 <l.n ~ .. :thl.ck _ mar1.ne .grade pl~ood. The 
:~iJ.~ppd ~0\!~r:~~<~e,r_e, S-\lpported at ... :th !'!- co~ners by f .our. com.II\o!l . bri~~s. 
~Qt:lt .:tf.n:e ~.s.J.tq~i,on_ .Pi~s-- and~ :t!l~ ~)q)o~ed~. ~o~ 1 ~~;-e :. covered w! th . tt.(o
;p:ly _-;C, ~qo-::4~tf~Jty ~- po?-yeth~len.e . s~~eting. : _ .. :; '.fhe ·:· pla_~_:t i c:-::;fl l~m- ··"'a s 
.i:n~~:~l.l~.~ .:m?;_ll:r;~e £P~e,ces, _:c;>_n,e :-: ~1.l ' •. ~_a c:l).. .~-s.~c~?-:~n _ c:>f _ , t-h~ . ~~~~~ ,f~~G~ . 
No attempt was made to seal the plastl.c ·to ·the · outer or 1.n ne r 
.fQ'I~nda~A:.ql! ~~~%· ..-~ :-T_h,.,e ._e~g_~-- 9_&,"1 tP..~.:: p ~~-s~,i-s: ~~r~. PCl~ ~pl'roxJ.JPa t e 1 y 
:12 cin.·~~ wi~~n~~c:i.n::~e,c_e_ss~eY :· ~~ .:tt.h.e r~Xell~ ~t~~ -iS~~ng_ t o: .t-~fe ];~ J. l s 
.wa$ n.~;<?e~~:Q' •-:-J:".!:I'~~ _.e~~e~:S:::: -~te~ l.~~~· w~~-- tpe_~: ~J.mP.~Y:: ~.?;1-Fi,e~ H-Ps- ~he 
wa..l:l:.·~ ;;9~ - ; .a:J.~~~;ed :~ fc::>+d "bac~ :Y-P~n..:.~~J: tselt .. ~ - -.:f.he _ n,etwot~ of .. 'PVC 
.d\;l<;:~ing,-:wa-s c9pne~ed .)to ;t_h.e~ ~~.~ti~n _'i>its, t;.o ·. gonq;) l e:te -:~~e ae~ iye 
~$~!1 ,de_pressur-l:~a~,l.~J:l s.ystems.:-,.: as_ ~.n . p~av1-o,u~ hoU;~~ ~-~s~f\ .~5?¥ _ .( 3J . 
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Throughout the entire t~sting period, several parameters were 
monitored continuously using a datalogging device. The parameters 
monitored include: pressure differentials between Room 116 and 
outside the building on the east and west sides; pressure 
differentials between Room 116 and the crawl space interior; 
pressure differentials between Room 116 and , ·the sub-poly region 
during the SMD testing; temperatures outdoors, in Room 116, in the 
crawl space, and in the soil; wind speed and direction; the outdoor 
relative humidity and rainfall; and the radon levels in both Room 
116 and the crawl space. Each of these parameters was sampled 
every 6 seconds and averaged or totaled at the end of every 30 
minute interval. These measurements and their locations are 
summarized in Table 2. The data were accumulated in the datalogging 
device and periodically downloaded to a personal computer and 
stored on magnetic disks for later analysis. Initial testing of 
the building began on March 1, 1990, and continued through July 20, 
1990, for a total of 152 days (3648 hours). The datalog~er was 
reinstalled from December 18, 1990, to January 17, 1991, in order 
to evaluate the mitigation systems during winter conditions. The 
most significant results are described in the following sections 
for both the spring/summer and winter measurements. 

RESULTS OF SPRING/SUMMER MEASUREMENTS 

Baseline Measurements 

The baseline radon measurements made with the block vents open 
averaged 5.1 pCi/L in Room 116 and 10.8 pCi/L in the crawl space, 
as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the averaged pressure 
differences between the crawl space and outdoors and between Room 
116 and outdoors during each phase of the mitigation. Also plotted 
in Figure 3 are the average temperatures outdoors, in the crawl 
space, and in Room 116 averaged over the testing period. Following 
closing and sealing of the block vents and sealing the major 
openings from the crawl space to the classrooms above, tne average 
radon levels in the classroom increased by about a factor of 3.3 to 
17.1 pCi/L and the crawl space levels by a factor of 8 to ·: 87.2 
pCi/L. During this time the average pressure difference in the 
classroom increased by a factor of 1. 6 to -4.7 Pa ,: ·and the· crawl 
space pressure increased by a factor of almost 4 ·to -3.9 Pa. ·"It is 
obvious that. closing up the . crawl space greatly·, enhanced the 
depressurization produced mainly by the .stack effect. Alsoi th~ 
temperature differences between .the interior of the building an,d 
the outdoors were much larger than . during the :. other . testing 

:: · · periods, thus increasing the stack effect. These results clearly 
jndieat~ the effect on radon . when the vents of : crawl · spaces are 

s ·clos·e~ . ,for ~nergy_ conservat,ion purposes. · · · 
;.,. - ~ ' ... ~- · ~ • . • • - .::: :~ ' -~ -~ .~ 4 • ... • • ·~·: • • ~ ~ ~ 

c· ~ Crawl~£ Spac~ P:f~;s~r .. i:z~tl0n ,··~ :::,;' ,., ... , .. ,' . .. . · :-:'' "'·-' ~;; .' . .c- · ·,,_ " 
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.: ~. -· ~: .. : . 'r.h~ -· n·ext .. .'mi tig~tion .·::.technique .. tested - - was?~··crawl ,, ·;space 
·~ ·- . . ·p~e:;"ssurization .using the;-_fan. in.stalled .near the r ·oo.·f level of the 
: ~ buildi~g a~d tha network of .PVC ducting to · distri~ute the 'fl6w~with 
., : the ·cr·awl -·space 'Vents closed. During pressurization, the average 

fan flowrate was 234 cfm which was equivalent to about 0.6 air 
changes per hour (ACH). During this time the average crawl space 
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pressure difference was reduced to -1.5 Pa and the average 
class~oom pressure difference was reduced to -2.5 Pa as seen in 
Figure 3. The average radon levels in the classroom and crawl 

,. space were 10.6 and 29.1 pCi/L, respectively, as shown in Figure 2. 
-·'It is apparent that the flowrate of outdoor air into the crawl 

space is not sufficient to raise the pressure in the crawl space 
above the outdoor pressure and could only negate about 60% of that 
produced by the stack effect in the crawl space and about SO% of 
that produced in the classroom. It is possible that by doubling 
the flowrate (to around 500 cfm) the crawl space and the classroom 
could have been pressurized above the outdoor conditions and the 
radon levels further reduced. However, this option did not appear 
as a desirable year-round solution in view of the fact that 
unconditioned air was being used for pressurization. 

Crawl Space Depressurization 

Following the crawl space pressurization testing, the fan was 
reversed so that air was withdrawn from the crawl space and 
exhausted above the roof of the building. In this configuration, 
the fan flowrate increased slightly to 279 cfm or about 0.7 ACH. 
The negative pressures in the classroom were similar. However, the 
pressure differential in the crawl space increased by approximately 
73% (from -1.5 to -2.6 Pa). The radon levels in the classroom were 
reduced by about 94% (from 10.6 to 0. 6 pCi/L) even though the 
levels in the crawl space increased by a factor 1.8 (from 29.1 to 
53.6 pCi/L) . Therefore, while depressurizing the crawl space 
lowered the levels in the classroom, it nearly doubled the levels 
in the crawl space. This was not unexpected since a similar 
technique applied to a residential house increased the levels in 

c the cr:.awl space by about a factor of 3 ( 4, 5) • 

. . Active Soil .6epressurization 

. ·- .- ... ('". 
".. . ~ . l .... i 



is to apply the SMD technique to crawl space areas on the order 
10, 000 ft 2 or larger. 

RESULTS OF WINTER MEASUREMENTS 

The above measurements were repeated during the w·inter (December 
18, 1990, to January 17, 1991) in order to determine if the results 
were consistent with the spring and summer measurements. A brief 
analysis of the winter data supports the results of previous 
measurements and the integrity of the SMD system during cold 
weather. These data will be fully analyzed and documented in a 
future report. Based upon the initial analysis of the data, the 
average cold weather radon levels both in Room 116 and in the crawl 
space are shown in Figure 2. 

Baseline Measurements 

No attempt was made to reproduce the open vent (natural 
ventilation) condition as this was felt to be an unusual operat ing 
mode for wintertime conditions. The results for the closed vent 
mode in winter were much the same as those obtained in the 
springjsumrner, with the possible exception that the winter radon 
levels in the crawl space were not as high as the previous values 
(63.4 pCi/L compared to 87.2 pCi/L). The lower readings could be 
due in part to the fact that the winter measurements were carried 
out after the soil was covered with the polyethylene liners. The 
presence of the plastic liners covering the soil could act as a 
partial barrier to soil gas exhalation. The lower readings could 
also be due to the fact that the winter measurement period was much 
shorter than the springjsumrner measurement period. 

Crawl Space Pressurization 

.. The wintertime crawl space pressurization levels we·re much the 
same as obtained previously. These results indicate that, with the 
amount of unconditioned air used, the radon reductions achieved 
with this mitigation technique are still less· than desirable . · 

Crawl Space Depressur ization 

Using this technique during cold weather conditions gave very 
similar results to those obtained in the spring/summer tests. The 
~intertime levels in both the classroom and the crawl space were 
somewhat higher and could be due to an increased stack effect 
normally expected during cold weather. In order for th i s technique 
to be successfully applied year-round, it is obvious ·that the 
i nstallation and testing must be done dur i ng extreme temperature 
cond i tions in ~rder .to ensure that an adequC:~r am~~lUP1!. .o_f air. -is 
exhausted - from the crawl space. · 1 

• 

.. __ - ... . "!" .. ; • _. ,. ! :; 
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Active so i l D~pressurization , .. _: .: · ~ · ·- · L · · · · 
- : ·'; -. . . - .. . .. 

· . The-. ... -intertime rado-n . levels ··measured· with the- . SMD ! . .. ~ s.yste~ 
operative were. ·almo:;t ide.ntical to the levelS rneasur~d previot:B:il y< 
T.h.e ·a·verage l evel ih the~ classroom was w'lthin -the.~ \lnCer~ainty. -of. 

... • ,... •• •· • 1 ·· " · r 
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·· .. ·· · the measurement techniqUes, and the levels in the crawl space were 
slightly lower than before. These results clearly indicate that 
the SMB technique is not only effective but stable in its ability 
to lower the radon levels in both the classroom and the crawl space 
under varying weather conditions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this project indicate that the SMD technique is 
the most effective in reducing elevated levels in both the crawl 
space and the classrooms. In this application, the crawl space was 
large but fairly simple in geometry. Access to the exposed soil 
areas was excellent and, with the exception of the two internal 
support walls, did not contain a large number of obstructions such 
as support piers or utility pipes lying on the soil. The topology 
of the soil surface in this crawl space was relatively smooth. 
Other crawl spaces may have some or all of the complications that 
were absent in this application (7). Application of the SMD 
technique in these more difficult crawl spaces needs further 
investigation. 

Depressurization of the crawl space is effective in reducing 
levels in the classrooms; however, the levels in the crawl space 
will be increased by at least a factor of 2 and perhaps as much. as 

, a factor of 3. This could pose a problem in buildings that have 
:nonsealable openings from the crawl space into the occupied rooms 
above (e.g., HVAC ducts in the crawl space, wooden floors over the 
crawl space, or doors or other entry openings from the crawl space 
into the rooms above} or if the crawl space is occupied on a 
regular basis. In this building the overhead floor was a poured 
concrete slab with very few openings to the classrooms above that 
helped to contribute to the effectiveness of crawl space 
depressurization. 

Pressurization of the crawl space was found to be less effective 
in reducing the radon levels than natural ventilation. This method 
may _be · more effective if larger quantities of air are supplied to 
the crawl space; however, this may result in increased energy 
losses and perhaps could increase the risk of damage to utility 
lines in cold w~~ther . 
.. .. ' . - . 

::_,;· ~ -.· Natural ·ventilation of . the crawl space also appears to be 
il!e-ffecti ve .;. ·in~ · reducing the radon levels to acceptable . level.s. 
Increasing .. the ' ~entilation through larger or more numerous vents 
~~Y : increas•~ ~adon ~eduction; however, the effectiveness of this 
~e.thod :. :th:~pends·: ·t ·o. a · .l ar.ge extent on the wind patte:t:"!lS ,. outdoors~ 
Al.~.Q ,._ :this· -~me~!:iq~ '~arT'. ea~i lY .. :be .defeated ·Qy _:c::)p~i~·g. : y~nt ~ openings 
q~r ing· trr.e <to:l:d.1er per iods. . .... : .. ' < · ·. ~ ·· ~ · · 

, • ... C"J - • •• ·•. 

The number of school buildings const.ructed·:·-6V~f ··bfawl-sp~ce·~:..-;~ 
not quantified at the present, although EPA re$earch -in_ over 40 
schools has ShOWJl th.~ .t. onl.y. -7:. Of~ ·the .: bui1ding·S _C_qnt;i.i n cr,aw.l · spac:e'S-
(in ·. combin·at i dn .. with sla-b~on-grade . substructur~.s) • t There . : i .~ ~,l::i: tt·i~r 
information avai labl~ 'regard_ing cra:w-1: s'pace characteristics, such 
as floor .const~uction ; n~mber of vents, number of piers and support 
walls, and the presence of HVAC ductwork or asbestos in the crawl 



space. While the SMD technique appears to be the method of choice 
for reducing levels in both the crawl space and the rooms above, 
further investigations need to be carried out in crawl spaces that 
are not as simple as the one used in this study to determine if it 
can indeed be applied successfully in non-ideal conditions. 
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TABLE 1. METRIC CONVERSION FACTORS 

Non-Metric Times Yields Metric 

cubic foot (ft3
) 28.3 liters (L) 

cubic feet per minute (cfm) 0.47 liter per second (L/s) 

degrees Fahrenheit (°F) 5/9 (°F-32) degrees centrigrade (°C) 

foot (ft) 0.30 meter (m) 

inch (in. ) 2. 54 centimeters (cm) 

inch of water column 248 pascals (Pa) 
(in. WC) 

picocurie per liter (pCi/L) 37 becquerels per cubic 
meter (Bqjm3) 

square foot (ft2) 0.093 square meter (m2 ) 

square inch (in. 2 ) 6. 452 square centimeters (cm~) 

TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF MEASUREMENTS 

Parameter Location 

Differential Pressure Room 116 to outdoors 
Room 116 to crawl space 
Room 116 to Subpoly 

Radon . 
., . ; : .: 

., . 

Temperatu;r~.~ . 

. . -

r •::~· '~' .~;~ '" 

Wind -- spe~;d;,and -:oir-~cth:>ri 
Relat-i -ve Hunti-d'i.ty::. -~ -~;., '·- ,; 
Rain'taif · 

-- : : ::- f. -~ ~ :· -~ ~ 

Room 116 
Crawl Space 

Room 116 
Crawl space 
Soil 
Outdoors 

· -- · · _ m:rt'd.oors 
· :. : .·.- ·· ·outdoors 
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Figure l. Plan view of the crawl space and installed ducting 
network. 
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., AMOUNT OF SUCTION APPLIED 

The amount of PFE also depends on the level of suction applied 
to the suction pit. The amount of vacuum which can be applied 
depends on fan size and the air leakage rate from all sources into 
the subslab area. Theoretically, if the subslab aggregate envelope 
is completely airtight, very little air will need to be moved to 
get very large PFE. The top and sides of the envelope can be well 
sealed, resulting in only a small amount of air leakage. However, 
the bottom of the envelope, the compacted soil under the aggregate, 
has variable permeability depending on composition and compaction. 
Consequently, the air infiltration into the envelope from this 
source is variable. Given a choice of subaggregate conditions, · the 
underlayment should be made as impermeable as reasonably possible. 
For a given subaggregate, the more the soil is compacted, the less 
the resultant permeability. In areas where the subaggregate fill 
is highly permeable, such as with sand in Florida or with near
surface moraine in many areas, it may be necessary to overlay the 
permeable material with a compacted layer of impermeable clay. 

The size of the suction fan needed can best be determined 
experimentally. Table 1 lists the performance characteristics of 
various sizes of one commercial exhaust fan (Kanalflakt). Note 
that the larger fans can achieve a higher negative pressure than 
the smaller ones. One wing of the Two Rivers Middle School (15,000 
ftJ) was mitigated by a T3B fan which had a flow of 150 cfm at 1.97 
in. WC when installed in this system. In choosing a fan size, it 
is better to err on the high side rather than the low side. 

SIZE AND LOCATION OF OPENINGS IN SLABS 

Expansion joints, pour joints, control saw cracks, and pipe 
penetrations are discussed in an earlier section. Several other 
types of slab penetrations can also affect radon entry. One such 
source is an open sump connected to perforated pipe installed under 
the slab for groundwater protection. All sumps must be sealed in 

, .~}~~df!·f. t-o.,· ](.e,ep: ·out -soil - gas which may -contain radon. One good 
~ot14-~t.~on. ·for;-:;this is 'th·e· use of a sewage ejector pit as a sump pit 
siD.Q..~. th.ey~.a:Lways have: vaportight lids. 

Floor drains can also be a source of radon entry if connected 
to a septic system (which is rare in the'case of schools but they 
do exist) . In this case, care should be taken in the design to 
make sure that the floor drain is trapped and will always be full 
of water. Lines of conventional sewer systems have not been found 
to contain radon since they are tightly sealed. 

If electrical conduit is routed under the slab, care must be 
t~ken to make sure that any conduit connections under the slab are 
vaporproof. The same is true for any other subslab conduit. 

\ '~ _J ·-:::: 



CONCLUSIONS 

Study of the architectural features, diagnostic studies, and 
mitigation results for the existing schools that have been 
mitigated as part of the AEERL school mitigation program has 
resulted in identifying many factors which affect radon entry and 
ease of mitigation. Results of these studies have led to tentative 
conclusions on how to design new schools which are radon resistant 
and easy to mitigate. Many of these findings can be considered as 
sufficiently sound that they can be recommended for incorporation 
in new school buildings. Others need field verification in schools 
either currently under construction or in the design phase. Work 
is underway to accomplish this in the next 2 to 3 years. 
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CONVERSION FACTORS 

Readers more familiar with the metricsystem may use the following 
factors to convert to that system. , 

Nonmetric 
cfm 
ft 
ftl 
HP 
in. 
in. WC · 

Multiplied by 
0.0004T 
0.30 

0.093 
7.46 
0.025 

249 

. . . . __ ... --=-- -· .. - · . . . . 

Xields Metr i c 
m3 s 
m 

w 
m 
Pa 
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Figure 5. 
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TABLE 1. KANAlFLAKT FAN PERFORMANCE 

FA.'I ~ EI.Qw ,,fml v5 si~IH:: eu~u:&i ,I.Q, w~:l PI? : 
~fOCEL. HP IU'M 0 111 114 J/8 112 l '4 l 1·112 2 01..>.. 

Tl r~rt)o ' 1 1~ Z'IOO 158 l'•U l2J 114 90 .. , s· n 1\lrbo 6. 1120 2'UO 170 lH 2l5 200 110 1..0 110 6' 
T3.4 r~rbc). ltl! ZI.SO 410 37.5 3.0 28.5 2:2..5 110 13.5 s· 
iJS T~rbo 8 1110 :300 !20 500 470 4•U 4l.S 310 230 200 s· 
r...- r"rbo to l /6 :400 700 670 6.a 612 512 .. 70 410 250 !IS lC" 
T~ r~rbo 12 118 !:SO 900 801 711 624 .5.57 .6.56 359 254 I:, 
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